Dogs

Do you want to learn about
dogs?im writing about dogs
because I know a lot about
them. Did you know that dogs are wolfs? Let me tell you a little bit more
about dogs.
DOG INTELLIGENCE
Many dogs are smarter than you think they are.Did you know that
border collies, poodles, and golden retrievers are the easiest dogs to
train? I would train your dog to be nice when it is just a little puppy. It's the
easiest.
Adult canines train their babies by correcting them when they do
something wrong.
THE DOG TAIL
Dog tails can tell you many different things.Did you know that when
dogs eat and play alone, they wag their tails? Dog tails wag side to side
sometimes up and down.When dogs wag their tails it also means they are
happy. A high quickly wagging tail is mostly a sight of playfulness and joy.
DOGS OF WAR
Yes dogs did fight in the war. The hardest wars. They were like

weapons to the human soldiers. They jumped on people and guarded the
humans.They were many different kinds of dogs mostly big dogs like
German Sheperds and Great Danes.
DOG RACING
Many people enter in dog racing competitions.Greyhounds are the
best runners. They were born trained to run and compete in competitions.
There are millions of dog races all around the world. You have to train your
dog almost every day if you want to compete. Most races have jumps and
tunnels.
POLICE DOGS
Sure dogs are fun to play with... But some dogs work, like police
dogs.Police dogs can be any kind of dogs. They are mostly German
Shepherds. They are very well trained dogs and they help the police a lot.
They guard their owners. If you were a police I would recommend a police
dog. They do this to ceep the world safe just like a police of
DOG BREEDS
There are many different kind of
dog breeds 2 of them are german
Sheperds and beagles.
GERMAN SHEPHERDS
german shepherds are big, black,
brown, and a little gold. They live up
to 913 years.they are very watchful,
alert, curious, and intelligent.
Beagle
The beagle is a breed of a smallmedium sized dog. The beagle is gold
white and black. It is similar to a hound but with smaller shorter legs and

longer, softer ears. They live up to 1215 years.
As you can see dogs are important. Mabby one day you will get a dog of
your own.

